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               5        connections set up if you will and then there's the

               6        actual call that takes place once the connections are

               7        set up the demonstrative they used it's the -- the

               8        SIP part of it would have been in the old days it

               9        would have been the switch board operate or going I

              10        need to route you this way to make a phone call.  And

              11        then the other thing that our guys at Vonage took

              12        advantage of is what we call off the shelf technology

              13        okay and what do I mean by off the self technology?

              14        A telephone if you're a customer of Vonage and you

              15        got one of these in your house that's one of the

              16        critical pieces that you have to have.  You're going

              17        to hear lot about terminal adaptors, these are the

              18        things that are going to be in your house that your

              19        telephone is going to plug into and then these are

              20        basically going to plug into the internet and it's

              21        this terminal adapt tore that's going to take my

              22        voice and it's going to turn it into data packets

              23        that are then going to travel across the internet TA

              24        and we got various flavors of these you'll see these

              25        during the course of the trial back in 2001, 2002, go
                                                                      50

               1        to Cisco Systems, Cisco we need a box of terminal

               2        adaptors they sell them to you, these weren't

               3        specified specifically for us, you just go to any

               4        company and by them they manufacture these.

               5                  MR. WEBB:  Your Honor, may I approach.

               6                  THE COURT:  You may.

               7                  (Counsel approached the bench and the

               8        following proceedings were had:)

               9                  MR. WEBB:  I may have misread your order

              10        but I understand that this has already been ruled
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